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Hi 

Welcome to Spring! Our Future Nature exhibition recently opened to a bustling crowd, and we’ll be running

some cool workshops for kids this September to get their creativity flowing. Next month we’ve got new

works from the natural world in Scented Intoxication from multi-disciplinary artists, Lyn Balzer and Anthony

Perkins. Until then…here’s what’s on around locally and nationally this month.

Touring Designer's Den

If you’re in Western Australia this month check

out the works from our 12 exhibiting designers

at Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design at

Bunbury Regional Art Galleries until the 27th

September before it heads to Geraldton Regional

Art Gallery on 10th October. 

Three of Australia’s hottest emerging designers

will face off a judging panel and will receive some

cold and hard truths from industry lynchpins. In its

second year, Designer’s Den showcases emerging

design talent, providing a platform to take their

ideas and businesses to the next level.
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Giveaway What's on in Sydney

Carriageworks & OzAsia Festival present this fully

immersive digital and live performance

experience, Superposition, by renowned artist,

Ryoji Ikeda. Using a combination of synchronized

video screens, real-time content feeds, digital

sound sculptures, and for the first time in Ikeda’s

work human performers, superposition explores

the conceptual world opened up by quantum

theory. Carriageworks will be giving away a

double pass to one of our Australian Design

Centre readers.

Please email your full name and Superposition
in the subject title to the Australian Design Centre

team by Thursday 17th September. The winner

will be notified by email.

For all things free and design, Sydney is a great

place to be this month with Ultimate Art’s Art in
the Family exploring art through the creation

process in guided tours throughout the CBD;

UNSW will be running lunchtime workshops and

industry expert panel discussions as part of their

Design-Led Tuesdays, which dissects design

thinking and innovation; Sydney Architecture

Festival will be running over the October long

weekend (2nd-5th) and will host a series of great

indoor and outdoor events, including photography

classes, yoga, workshops and talks, and drawing

classes; Australian Museum will be running their

Wild Planet Activity Room for the school holidays,

with parents getting in for free (after general

admission).

Visit 
101-115 William Street 
Darlinghurst 
Sydney

Contact 
+61 2 9361 4555 
australiandesigncentre.com 
info@australiandesigncentre.com

Image credits in ascending order: Vincent Buret (Future Nature opening night), Chris Hardy (Resolved), Ryoji Ikeda (Artist’s own), Gehry Partners LLP,

UTS (Sydney Architecture Festival).
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